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When we engage in what we are
naturally suited to do, our work takes
on the quality of play and it is play that
stimulates creativity.

GET PUBLISHED IN SCRATCH MAGAZINE

Join www.scratchonline.ca to upload your photos, artwork
or writing. If your submissions are selected for publication,
you get $$. Submissions are selected by a Youth Editorial
Committee; if your group is interested in forming the next
Editorial Committee email cbtyouth@cbt.org.

–Linda Naiman

BECOME A SCRATCH REPORTER

Do you love to write about issues or events? Then become a
SCRATCH Reporter! In addition to getting your work published
in the mag and getting paid, we also connect you with one
of our writing mentors for feedback and development. Email
cbtyouth@cbt.org for your first assignment.

//EDITORIAL
.michelleD’ENTREMONT//editor
This issue was incredibly fun for me to
be a part of. A must read is Mackenzie
Harley’s piece, Culture SHOCKED (page
10) which is a really humorous account of
two extremely different travel destinations.
I personally can’t wait to read more from
Mackenzie. We have two submissions
that I hope will help a lot of youth going
through tough times. Amber Oosthuyzen
shares with us a journal entry about tackling
obstacles in When Life Gets Tough (page
8) and Amanda Proctor dives deep into the
subject of depression in Falling Hard (page
14). There is so much more, so read on!
I want to thank the ROBOTS IN GOLDEN
(Random Outrageous Bunch of Teens). They
formed this issue’s Editorial Committee and
I was impressed with how engaged they
were in the process. There were a lot of
submissions to go through and we had a lot
of fun in between it all during the photo shoot
at the Kicking Horse Pedestrian Bridge.
Spanning the river of the same name at 46
meters (151 feet) across, it’s the longest
freestanding timber frame bridge in Canada.
Planned as a community event in 2001,
over 100 members of the Timber Framers
Guild came from the US, Europe and all
over Canada to help raise the bridge. The
superstructure weighs approximately 210,000
lbs and was constructed of 72,000 bd.ft
of Douglas-fir timbers. The community of
Golden proudly regards the bridge, which also
intersects with the walking trail that circles
the town, as a symbol of cooperation. It is
an amazing location and made for a perfect
photo opportunity with the ROBOTS.

SCRATCH Issue 17 Editorial Committee
ROBOTS in Golden (Random Outrageous Bunch Of Teens)

Enjoy Issue #17.

michelle d’entremont
basin youth liaison
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//iCANDY
.ideasabound

.trendspotting

.makeachange

www.ted.com

www.lookbook.nu

www.soles4souls.org

TED is a small nonprofit devoted to Ideas
Worth Spreading. It started out as a
conference bringing together people from
three worlds: Technology, Entertainment,
Design. TED now includes the awardwinning TEDTalks video site, TED.com
where the best talks and performances
from TED and partners are available to the
world, for free.

LOOKBOOK.nu is an international social
experiment in style which was created to
bring together a diverse group of talented
and open-minded people from around the
world and showcase the best in global
street fashion. It is now the leading online
community dedicated to fashion inspiration
from real people and inspires millions of
unique visitors every month.

Soles4Souls facilitates the donations of
shoes, from the warehouses of footwear
companies and the closets of people
like you, to aid the hurting worldwide.
Soles4Souls has given away over 10 million
pairs of new and gently worn shoes (currently
donating one pair every 7 seconds.) The
shoes have been distributed to people
in over 125 countries, including Kenya,
Thailand, Nepal and the United States.

.passingtime

www.stumbleupon.com

StumbleUpon helps you discover and share
great websites. As you click Stumble! it
delivers high-quality pages matched to your
personal preferences. These pages have
been explicitly recommended by your friends
or one of 8 million+ other websurfers with
interests similar to you.

thesartorialist.blogspot.com

The Sartorialist was started simply to share
photos of people seen on the streets of
New York that looked great. The blogger
worked in the fashion industry and felt that
there was a disconnect between what was
for sale in the showroom and what real
people (really cool people) were wearing in
real life.

www.1000awesomethings.com
1000 Awesome Things is just a time-ticking
countdown of 1000 awesome things.
Launched June, 2008 and updated every
weekday it is also published as The Book of
Awesome. #999 That last, crumby triangle
in a bag of potato chips.

Rod Osiowy
In Memoriam

by kyle bowman//cranbrook

On August 19, 2010, the life of one of the
Kootenays’ most influential residents was cut
short due to pancreatic cancer. When I was
approached to write an article on Rod Osiowy
in under 500 words, I didn’t think it possible
for such a small piece to do his cosmic sum
of accomplishments justice. So rather than
recite his history, I thought it more apposite to
compose my experiences of the brief years
I had the privilege of knowing this incredible
individual, and the effect it had on me.
Being one of the last students Mr. Osiowy was
ever able to teach, befriend and inspire, I can
only imagine how many lives he has touched
in the past 17 years of his career as an
instructor at Mount Baker Secondary School,
not to mention the other 30 odd years of his
life he surely spent uplifting the lives of others
around him. That was his infamous craft.
I first encountered Rod in the second
semester of my grade 11 year. From the
moment I walked into the DFT room and

heard him ranting in his usual unorthodox
method, I knew that I was in for an interesting
film class. After all, it’s not every day that a
teacher prefers to answer to their first name.
It was there our relationship grew strong as I
stayed many late hours perfecting my latest
work. Taking notice of this, he allowed me to
run Mount Baker Television the following year.
I valued the trademark positive presence and
creative energy so much that I felt compelled
to join the school’s theatre productions under
his direction. His faith in me grew once again,
leading to larger roles in each subsequent
production.
Because of Rod, I felt like I could accomplish
anything I set my mind to; because he truly
believed in me and treated me seriously - not
as some petulant student, but as an equal
with potential. As a result of his confidence in
me, I was able to reach within myself and pull
out talents and abilities I never knew existed.

photo: jasmine osiowy//cranbrook
Rod Osiowy (aka Rod, RodO or Mr.Osiowy) in Honduras on the Rotary Interact trip in 2008.

If only every teacher was adept enough to
make this connection with their students, I
can assure you the number of astronauts,
neurosurgeons, rocket scientists, and
presidents in this world would increase
tenfold. He most assuredly did not receive the
Prime Minister’s teaching award for using the
same droning methods at your run-of-the-mill
educational establishment.
The approach went beyond simply aiding
students in passing a class; he spent his life
dedicated to the lives of others, providing
them with more opportunities in nearly every
waking moment - so that they could succeed
in whatever path they chose. Rod always
stated that he had the best job in the world. If I
ever achieve half of what he has accomplished
in his abbreviated life, I will be exceedingly
proud. He is a model of an amazing human
being; I will always hold his lessons close
to my heart, and will forever strive to do for
others what Rod has done for me.
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From
the Blog

My Shad
Experience
http://perpetualthoughts.tumblr.com

by kamilah carter//crawford bay,
cranbrook, uni-town waterloo, on

S h a d Va l l e y

is many things

–

a t r a n s f o r m a t i o n a l j o u r n e y, a n

e x p l o r a t i o n i n t o t h e w o r l d s o f s c i e n c e a n d b u s i n e ss , a p re v i e w
of university life, a wealth of opportunities, a month with little
s l e e p , a c o m m u n i t y, a c h a n c e t o b e h u m b l e d b y i n c re d i b l e p e e r s ,
a n d a n o p p o r t u n i t y f o r g ro w t h , n o t t o m e n t i o n a l o t o f f u n .

I’ v e

Shad
Shad is

spent time thinking about which of the many facets of

a re m o s t i m p o r t a n t , a n d

I’ v e

come to this conclusion:

i n c re d i b l e b e c a u s e o f t h e v a l u e s i t t e a c h e s a n d e m b o d i e s w i t h i n
e v e r y p a r t o f t h e p ro g r a m .

I attended Shad at the University of New Brunswick (UNB), in
Fredericton, you guessed it, New Brunswick. This was a very
special year for UNB as this is the 25th year it has been an
established university, and the 25th consecutive year it’s been
a Shad campus. UNB is built nearly entirely out of brick, with
the exception of a single stone building. Winding paths weave
through impressive vine covered buildings, trees and lush grass
at this gently sloping campus.
This year UNB truly demonstrated excellence, one of
Shad’s five values. UNB amped up their Shad program by
providing fun labs, fascinating lectures, fantastic field trips and
inspirational faculty. All the participants rose to the occasion by
reaching outside of their comfort zones and working hard. We
attended multiple lectures each day, participated in a full week
of labs, built robots which competed against each other in a
robotics tournament, went on two camping trips infused with

history and culture, took the hardest test ever,
built Rube Goldberg machines, organized a
variety show, and worked together on creative
team projects which focused on solving a real
world problem.
I feel extremely lucky to have been sent to
UNB, not only because I got to visit a new
place and culture, but because the Shad staff
and programming were simply phenomenal
there. The directors, staff and program
assistants brought so much to my experience
in the way of insight, expertise, kindness,
guidance and inspiration.
Shad creates an extraordinarily accepting and
safe atmosphere which allowed all of us to
share our talents, take risks, and challenge
ourselves without fearing ridicule or (much)
embarrassment. In fact, many nights we had
themed talent shows called Late Nights where
not only many talents were revealed, but
amateur performances were encouraged. We
build community, another Shad Valley value,
by treating everyone equally, and clapping
for each other constantly. Each of us had a
connection with every other person there, and
the many friendships that were born will be
dearly cherished.
I really enjoyed the number of opportunities
Shad gave us to be creative. Even though
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Shad has a science/business focus there
was a great appreciation for everyone’s varied
talents. Late Nights provided an opportunity to
showcase musical ability, while the Shad Tiles
we made to introduce ourselves provided us a
chance to express ourselves artistically. Daily
activities were also designed to require our
creative input.
Our Creative Team design projects required
a lot of creative energy as well. This year’s
theme was Designing for Canada’s Aging
Population. We thought of real life problems
relating to the theme and came up with
innovative ways to solve them. At UNB we
broke into eight groups, each with their own
problem to tackle – labelled everything from
“forgetting” to “loss of independence” to
“unrecognized potential” (that was my group!)
We had just over a week to turn a problem
into a product or service, develop a business
plan, marketing plan, promotional materials, a
prototype, a website, a logo and a company
to offer it and prepare a ten minute pitch.
This process taught us how to work under
pressure, what goes into a business proposal,
the importance of being environmentally and
socially responsible (another Shad value) and
the steps it takes to be an entrepreneur.

is diversity. During every activity, lecture and project we
participated in, the variety in people’s backgrounds was a great
asset. One of Ian’s, co-director of Shad Valley UNB, strongest
messages is to surround yourself with good people, especially
people who are better than you. This was very much the case,
but our differences brought strength to our Creative Teams,
and initiated many interesting conversations. We also held a
Cultural Night to honour and learn about everyone’s culture
and heritage.
I am very grateful I was given the opportunity to attend
Shad Valley UNB 2010. I would like to thank the Kootenay
Association of Science and Technology (KAST), School District
5 Southeast Kootenay, The Gwyn Morgan & Patricia Trottier
Foundation and Cranbrook Rotary Club for financial assistance.

The last Shad value I have to tell you about
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Culture S
When I turned 16, I decided to go on my first solo trip. I said Europe. My parents said Edmonton.
Compromise? New York.

But that’s not the only amazing trip I managed this year. While the first was to the wonderful streets
of Manhattan, full of rushing people, bright lights and designer shoes, the second was to Masset, a
tiny little community on the farthest west point of BC—no rushing people, not a lot of lights and no
designer stores (although there is a shop called Spankies).

My current town is Valemount: population approximately 1,500 people. Valemount Secondary
School: less than 100 students. Traffic lights in town: zero. Valemount is no metropolis. When I was
14, I moved here from a town in Alberta and experienced a form of culture shock, feeling lonely and
different from everyone else. I arrived as a very preppy, colourful and flamboyant individual, and
soon discovered not every high school is the same!
So where do I fit in better now? Big-city Manhattan or little-town Masset? Read on to find out...

Trip #1: Manhattan

After a five-hour drive to the airport in Edmonton for a fourhour flight to Toronto, I was off for my week-long tour of New
York. Walking down 5th Avenue Valemount and 5th Avenue
Manhattan are two extremely different experiences. Walking
around Valemount is leisurely and relaxed, and you can talk to
everyone you meet since they probably live within a five block
radius of you. You can jaunt along, smile on your face and skip
in your step. If it had been my first time in a city, Manhattan
would have hit me and pushed me aside like roadkill. But
thankfully I was slightly prepared.
My encounters with people in Manhattan didn’t come close to
the normal encounters I have at home. One guy was Bobby...
“Da Bid”? I think it was like his nickname or tag, and he talked

fast and I have no idea what he said, but it sounded like that.
This guy was awesome, super friendly, selling me some of his
homemade music. He said he owned the streets and that if I
had problems with anyone, just say I was friends with Bobby.
Then I met the hot dog stand man who was fabulous. It took
us a while to communicate—it turns out I’m not great with
European accents. We laughed a lot, since it took five minutes
to explain to me how to fry food. I told him not to judge me
because I was Canadian. Eventually I was able to cook a shish
kebab! However, the homeless crack addict behind the hot
dog stand wasn’t so friendly to me, as she yelled and swore at
me for laughing.

by macKenzie harley//valemount

Shocked!
After hours of searching, I finally found the great Abercrombie
and Fitch store, knowing that the New York store has their
models at the front greeting people. They were happy to meet
their little Canadian customer!

Trip #2: Masset

Around me there was a group of girls body slamming into
each other, a couple groping each other in the weirdest way
yet to be witnessed, followed by a man dropping his pants to
change! After driving into the ferry (which felt like going into the
ark of 2012), I was super spooked, then heard the GPS blurp
out, “You have lost satellite connection.” I wanted to cry, until
I was flattered by two girls who met me at my car window the
next morning with a sign that read “looking for some morning
entertainment.”

Getting to my destination was an adventure and a half. I
worked until 11 pm, packed, and at 2:30 am sharp, with pillow
in hand, started the long 18-hour haul. Once in Prince George
I unpacked and re-packed into my friend’s vehicle to begin the
real drive, to Prince Rupert.

Despite the unique people attracted to these unique islands,
I was drawn to the beauty and wildlife. Within minutes I was
surrounded by dense forest, bald eagles, fish-filled ocean
and a sunrise to stop you in your tracks. I didn’t know our
world could be so beautiful. We drove another hour and finally
reached Port Clement. I thought Valemount was small—I stand
corrected! Here is a tiny, spread out community of 800 people,
with more of a small town feel than I knew existed.

Returning from New York was a tearful and difficult time. I did
not want to come home.

Who would have guessed that after my trip to the big city,
my next flight would be from the villages of Masset and Port
Clements of Haida Gwaii?

Magnificent describes the amazing variety of mountains and
scenery along the way. The rolling hills of Prince George were
replaced by the cliffs of Hazelton, and the mountainous island
view of Rupert rocked my socks.
After supper we drove to the ferry where my fun really began.

I had so much to learn. Questions like “Does it rain salt water
here?” were not taken well. How was I supposed to know
any better? Embarrassment rushed through me as I yelled to
everyone to look at the albino deer, then noticed it was a goat,
and the numerous other things I’m not even going to get into.
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Day two, I fished. I did not pack for what was to come. My
Italian shoes took a beating getting down to the beach, and
when my friend’s dad began to walk right through the river, I
stood, waiting for him to joke and say, “Just kidding, there’s a
bridge up ahead.” After he reached the other bank, I realized
I was supposed to follow. Wet feet was old; wet socks in wet
shoes was very new. I crossed, smelling fresh mint leaves as I
passed through the banks.
When an odd noise startled me, I looked to see a swooping
bald eagle only feet away. That was one of many. We caught
three pink salmon; I dared to even touch one, and went on to
hold one. Breaking boundaries was an adrenaline rush plus
some.
The next day I continued pushing my limits with more fishing
adventures! I soaked every pair of rubber boots and hip waders
(imagine rubber boots that go to your armpits) that were given
to me. I saw and felt a jellyfish, got to see crabs, and then we
went to the shore of the ocean. I was stunned to see hundreds
of fish jumping all over. They told me there could be thousands
there. We fished...and fished....and fished...and our party
brought 16 fish home at 10:45 that night!
My last day again was very sad and I struggled to say goodbye

to everyone. Like the rest of the trip, the airport we pulled up to
had....character. It was small for one thing; it had a small town
feel and, as I walked onto the runway and into my little plane, I
felt like I was a celebrity on TV who has a private jet, minus the
luxury.
Although there was no security whatsoever, Vancouver made
up for that. After walking through the security, the man asked
my age. I said 16, followed by him calling over the supervisor
and asking if 16 was ok. I was then asked to step forward for
“second screening,” code for “We are going to pat nearly every
square inch of your body.”

And the winner is...

I fit well in the big city, I know I belong there; the small fishing
community wasn’t my cup of tea. I admit the mountains are
great, but I would rather see a high rise any day.
The trips inspired me to share the importance of travelling as a
way to experience the benefits of exposure to other cultures.
Now when I say other cultures, you may think of exotic
countries on the other side of the world, but you don’t need
to go very far to experience a different culture; BC alone has
many different cultures. Compare Nelson to Prince George;

trust me there’s a difference.
Though I’ve realized I’m a city boy, through and through, now
that I’m home, I appreciate what I have. Sure New York is nice,
and I’m drawn to the fast bustling life of the city, but I recognize
how Valemount’s culture has brought me down to earth and
exposed me to nature. Now that I can see both extremes, I can
decide which I prefer and see the benefits of each. By having
both sides of the story, I’m less partial to judgment and better
educated. The New York experience was pivotal in my life, as it
not only broadened my appreciation of what I have, and what
I want to work for, but it impacted my understanding of how I
see the world.

to Honduras to live as a resident for three months, while doing
full-time volunteer work in its deaf community.
For me, being able to travel is more than learning about culture
or geography; it’s about gaining exposure to other lifestyles
and breaking down the stereotypes. Learning firsthand about
diversity in culture is such a valuable experience. Travelling
gives you memories and education that will last a lifetime. All
people should travel to broaden their views—which will end up
broadening their horizons.

It became apparent to me that travelling is essential in growing
up; but then it dawned on me, perhaps getting out of our
comfort zone, getting exposure to other cultures, is important
for everyone. Exposure opens our eyes, and shows us what
other people go through all the time. This is not only key to
our understanding of the world, but key in improving our
own abilities to see through the stereotypes that shape our
opinions.
Now the travel bug is in me. Soon after grad I’ll be flying to
Toronto and spending a week there. Then I have plans to go
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photo and article
by amanda procter//south slocan

Teen depression is more prevalent than
ever, and it’s no walk in the park.

It begins in the morning; you can barely drag yourself from
bed. The tiredness weighs on your eyelids like pieces of lead,
but you can never fall asleep when you want to most. You lose
your motivation; things you used to love, you just don’t feel like
doing anymore. High grades begin to drop, and you lose focus
more easily than ever. Nothing bad in particular has happened
to you but you can’t seem to shake a sadness that seems to
be a brick wall standing in the way of your life. This is what
depression is like for a teen. And it isn’t pretty.
How Common is Depression?
Depression in teens is alarmingly common. About one in eight
teens will suffer from depression before they reach adulthood,
and most of these teens will have more than one episode
of depression. Around 10 to 15 per cent of teens show
symptoms of depression at any time. “From what I’ve seen,
depression in teens seems to be more prevalent than it used to
be,” says Woniya Cancilla, who works for the Trail Family and
Individual Resource Centre. But the most eye-opening statistic
of all? Suicide is the third most common cause of death of
young adults aged 15–24.
The Causes of Depression
Depression has no single cause; often, it results from a
combination of things. It is related to physical changes in the
brain, and connected to an imbalance of a type of chemical
that carries signals in your brain and nerves. These chemicals
are called neurotransmitters. When these chemicals run low,
it can cause anxiety, stress and depression. But what causes
these chemicals to run low? “What I’ve seen is traumatic
upbringings,” says Cancilla, “a lack or loss of control in their

environment, drugs and alcohol or having a predisposition to
depression.” It’s true; incidents like the death of a loved one,
trauma or a negative family atmosphere can cause depression,
and things like substance abuse can cause changes in the
brain that affect mood. Some people become depressed
without being able to recall anything particularly bad happening
to them; these people may have a genetic predisposition
for depression. There are also some medical conditions that
can cause hormone imbalances in the brain that may lead to
depression.
Symptoms
Every now and again life will stress us out, and it is perfectly
normal to feel sad sometimes. People who are depressed have
very strong feelings of sadness, grief, discouragement and
despair. Usually they think critical, negative thoughts about
themselves. Depression affects not only their moods, but their
entire outlook on life. To people with depression, the world is
a place of bleakness, hopelessness and disparity. They look
in the mirror and don’t recognize who they are. “You wake up
one day and you’re fine, you’re ambitious to do things and
then you’ll wake up the next day and you don’t even care to
get out of bed, you don’t care to eat, you don’t care to shower.
And basically you suck, you feel like life sucks,” says Melissa,
21, who has suffered from depression. Like Melissa says,
depression is debilitating; you just don’t feel like doing the
things you used to love.
There are many symptoms of depression, besides the most
obvious of feeling sad or depressed all or most of the time.
Irritability, anger and anxiety, coupled with feelings of guilt
and worthlessness, are often a reality for people who are
depressed. The more outward signs are things like withdrawal
from people, pessimism and indifference, and the loss of
pleasure in things they used to enjoy. “Sort of not caring,
sleeping lots, not caring for yourself properly, whether that
means appearance or not eating or sleeping enough,” Cancilla
says, when asked about the telltale signs of depression. “There
may also be a lack of energy.” Depression can cause physical
symptoms, as well as: mental aches and pains, significant

changes in weight and/or sleep patterns and feeling tired much
of the time are the most common. For people with depression,
it is unfortunately all too common that they will have thoughts
of death or suicide if they are not treated.
What to Do
The loved ones of people who suffer from depression
sometimes aren’t able to recognize these symptoms as
depression. Some may not understand; they may think it’s
an attitude that needs to be adjusted or that their friend
or family member is going crazy, or they may criticize the
sufferer for being lazy. Depression is a serious and recognized
medical condition, and if you think you know someone who is
depressed, talk to him or her in a private setting about getting
treatment for it.
Depression can be treated, and people who receive treatment
often have a better quality of life than those who don’t.
So if you or someone you know may be suffering from
depression or is contemplating suicide or self-harm, seek help
immediately. Though it sounds cliché, the best way to do this is
through a trusted adult, like a parent or a counsellor, who can
help you set up an appointment with a therapist. If you can’t
find an adult to talk to, speak with a friend or phone a helpline.
If we continue to educate people about depression we can
continue to recognize symptoms, and aid sufferers; we can
give people the tools they need to help themselves.
www.depressionhurts.ca
www.youthinbc.com
Helplines:
Trail, Rossland: 250-364-1718 (24 hrs)
Toll-free serving West Kootenay and Boundary Regions,
including Nelson, Grand Forks, Castlegar, Christina Lake, New
Denver, Nakusp and Salmo: 1-800-515-6999 (24 hrs)
Cranbrook area: 250-426-8407 (24 hrs)
Toll-free serving entire East Kootenay region from Golden to
the Alberta and USA borders: 1-800-667-8407
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Travelling
in your own

Backyard

photo: tim termuende//cranbrook
Scenic overlook near Dibble Glacier, Steeples Range, near Fort Steele. Waters from the glacier enter the Kootenay River.

For

many people, travelling is accompanied by

This can come from many sources:
exposure to a different culture, meeting new people
and being removed from the usual, the mundane, the
everyday routine of life. For me, this last point has always
been a great source of personal growth. Being able to
step outside of your life for a while enables you to take
p e r s o n a l g ro w t h .

an objective look at the usual life you lead, and can
help you make changes or decisions that aid personal
growth. That being said, you do not have to spend a
fortune to get away from the mundane. Although a week
in Paradise will surely give you a chance to reflect, so will
a day trip to a nearby city, an afternoon lying on a newly
discovered beach or a day wearing hiking boots trekking

to the top of one of the Kootenays’ docile monsters.
With my dad being an avid hiker, I’ve virtually
grown up in the woods. I’ve been up most of the
mountains in the area and have stood at the top, gaping
at the beauty that surrounds our area. From the top, the
rivers we swim in appear no more than trickles in the
sand, the cars we drive nothing more than ants following
one another home and the houses that keep snow from
our slumbering heads nothing more than crumbs. Here,
the mountaintops with clouds clinging to them like wisps
of cotton are the horizon. Here you can see forever.
Of course getting to the top is hard work.
The mountains are tall, which means getting to the top
involves a lot of walking uphill. Not to mention the root
and rock obstacles you’ll have to maneuver around, and,
with the elevation you gain, you’ll probably hit snow.
Depending on what month it is (June or July) the snow
may slow you down or (August) may not impede your
travel but provide the means for a summer snowball
fight. Especially if it’s the first hike of the season and
you’re wearing a heavy backpack and hiking with people
in significantly better shape than you, there will be a
spot on the trail where you’ll want to lie down and die
from exertion. But once you’ve worked through it, once
you’ve had a bit of water and a short rest and start to
walk again, you get into the “zone.” Your body gets into
the habit of walking, knows the appropriate breathing
pattern and your brain starts to produce those feelgood endorphins it releases when you’re doing physical
activity. This is when the magic begins. On the mountain
there’s no TV to direct your thought, no responsibilities
except to keep your feet moving and, since everyone
else’s breath is being used up primarily by muscles, little

talking to distract you. Here the world is quiet. Here you
can think. It is in this place where most of my important
decisions are made. Here, removed enough from my
own life and surrounded by the quiet and tranquility of
nature, I’m able to think through difficult decisions and
examine my life path.
Finally, after what seems like both hours and
only mere minutes, you reach the top, your destination,
and you drop your backpack to the ground and
inelegantly flop onto the nearest rock, or log, or chunk of
dry ground, or whatever, and pull your aching feet from
your boots and chug back more water. Once you’ve
caught your breath you stand up, your bare feet feeling
the ground underneath, and look at the landscape, and
can’t help but think that the work to get here was totally
worth it. You look at the mountains and you look at what
you’ve accomplished and the feeling of pride nestles
itself below your solar plexus.
The trip back down the mountain takes you
half the time and you barely break a sweat. You spend
the time thinking about your own life and by the time
you reach your vehicle at the bottom you’ve changed.
When you lower your aching body into the truck and
remove your hiking boots from your feet that smell like
the time a mouse got trapped behind the fridge and
rotted while you were away on the August long weekend,
you’ve changed. I know you smell worse, you’re tired
and starving and thinking about the icy-cold beverage
in the frosted mug, but you’ve changed more than that.
Like all trips, the experience changes you. After all, you
weren’t just exploring the wilderness out there, you were
exploring your soul.

by melinda pedersen//nelson
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MArX
by julie smith//nelson
I

s u p p o s e y o u c o u l d c a l l m e a c o ff e e

expert.

I

While

a t t e n d i n g u n i v e r s i t y,

c h o s e c o ff e e s h o p s a s m y m i n i m u m -

wage-hell workplace of choice.

When

you consider the alternatives—fast
food, housekeeping, camp counselling—
c o ff e e s h o p s s e e m l i k e p a r a d i s e .

My foray into the world of coffee began one
summer when I was looking for a decent
summer job in my hometown of Kimberley,
BC. Nepotism worked in my favour and I was
hired by my workplace of choice: a small,
wildly popular vegetarian café. My colleagues
reeked of patchouli oil and activism. I never
really had an “interview” or was “trained.” I just
started working one day. One co-worker did
spend about five minutes teaching me how to
use the cappuccino machine, but after that I
was on my own.
The intricacies of preparing specialty coffees
were fascinating. As my instructions were

vague, I was free to be creative. Hapless
customers didn’t know what hit them.

“Thanks,” he says, glancing up from his
Adbusters.

“Hi, can I have a single almond latte please?”

Beaming, I ask, “Well…how is it?”

“Grand!” I reply, at my most expansive. “I’ll
bring that right out for you.”

He looks confused, and then takes a small
sip. Foam dots his upper lip. He nods
appraisingly.

I twist the portafilter off the machine. WHAM
on the aptly named whamming bar, and the
old, used espresso shakes loose. CLICK and
new coffee grinds, dark and velvety, fall into
the filter. PSHHH while hot, steaming espresso
streams from the machine. HISSSS until
the churning white milk is at the appropriate
temperature. (“Just, you know, pretty hot,” my
co-worker had said.)
I decant the milk into a glass cup and carefully
pour the espresso and almond syrup into
the milk. The espresso layers beautifully
throughout the drink; to finish, I top it off with
a stiff dollop of foam and a liberal sprinkling of
ground cinnamon. A saucer and tiny spoon
completes the picture. I walk the latte over to
the customer and set it down in front of him.

Not satisfied, I lean in closer. “Is it smooth?
Too sweet? Not sweet enough?”
“Er…it’s very smooth. And, uh, sweet….
good.”
I nod in satisfaction and leave him with his
magazine.
I returned the following summer, and the one
after that. It was a great job: good pay above
minimum wage, plus tips, bosses who never
bossed and almost total freedom. Since I
was allowed to put so much of myself into my
work, I never slacked off or did a bad job.
Why would you? I cared about those lattes.
Coffee making was my craft and those drinks
were the products of my own artisan skill.

and
the
art oF

serving
EspresSo
And my talent for making the “best mochas,”
according to one of the regulars, a cop,
actually saved me from a speeding ticket one
day: “Do you have any idea what the speed
limit is—Oh, it’s you, is it? Well, I suppose it
is a nice day for a drive. But take it easy from
now on.”

“You have to pass the coffee cup to the
customers with the Franchise’s logo facing
them,” Assistant Manager Jennifer instructs. I
give her a get real look. “Now you try!”

had “the taste of fresh-picked fruit.” Most
people saw that and actually thought there
was real, fresh-picked fruit in the beverage.

Then, using the espresso machine: “OK, now,
keep the steaming wand a little higher.”

“Actually there’s no milk in the drink, per se…”

The following year at university in Edmonton,
Alberta, the dismal state of my bank account
forced me to seek gainful employment—or
whatever I could get. With my background
and relevant experience in the coffee shop
industry, I quickly landed interviews with two
recognizable coffee giants. I chose to work
at one over the other simply because the
manager failed to offer me a cup of coffee
during our interview. Tacky. And it used fake
whipped cream, the “edible oil product” stuff.
All in all, the other coffee giant (hereafter
referred to as the Franchise) was a classier
joint. I was sold.

“Well, that’s not the Franchise’s way to steam
milk.”

You’re not in Kansas anymore, Dorothy.

“Oh actually, I always steam this way.”

What does it matter, I’m just steaming milk.
It’s a very proud day when I receive my
“Coffee Agent” certification.
I hated working there, everything from
the name tags to the corporate handout
propaganda to the shapeless oversized tee
shirts, you know, the ones that are technically
a size small but actually fall all the way to your
knees so that you’re forced to tuck it in dorkily
like bad junior high fashion. The free drinks
were a small consolation, but those were all
chock-full of aspartame and everything that
I’m not. Their marketing was clever. One drink

“Can you make it with skim?” people ask.
Confused. “But why is it so creamy?”
Airily. “Oh, that’s just the chemicals they put
in it!”
“Oh….well, make it a large.”
Sigh.
All of the tribulations of the Franchise
culminated in their trademarked serving
system. I felt sure that I could enjoy my job,
if only the system didn’t exist. The serving
system is the division of labour that the
Franchise instituted in order to achieve
maximum efficiency.
Let me illustrate. You have three people
working: Jennifer, Bill and Margaret. Jennifer
is designated as the Barista, with her set
areas of responsibility. She basically needs to
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stay chained to the cappuccino machine and
not do anything except make the “European
Beverages.” Bill is the Lead Agent. He serves
some customers, and is supposed to give
Jennifer and Margaret hell if they aren’t
working like mad. The worst job is reserved for
Margaret, the Coffee Agent. She has to serve
most of the customers, and everyone hates
that, as well as “stay on top of coffees,” which
involves dumping out and re-brewing fresh
coffee hourly.
The problem with the serving system is that
each individual worker does not create his
or her own finished product. There’s no
satisfaction achieved in completing a task.
We’re all just cogs in an efficient, well-oiled

machine. The Coffee Agent takes the order
for the single espresso, gives the order to
the Barista and the Barista makes it. The
Barista then yells out, “Single espresso!” like
a banshee because she has no idea who
ordered it.
It’s an assembly line, coffee shop style.
During my tenure at the Franchise, I was
reading Karl Marx’s theories on labour and
the economy for a class I was taking. One
slow Monday night, as I’m slogging through
the passage where Marx speaks of workers’
alienation via the estrangement of the labourer
from the object that is produced, someone
opens the door and enters the café, bringing a
cold swirl of icy wind with them. I peel myself

from the counter I had been leaning against.
“Can I have a regular latte?”
“Yep.” Takes money. “Regular latte, Jennifer.”
I resume my leaning and my Marx while
Jennifer makes the latte. When it’s done she
bellows “REGULAR LATTE!!!!” with gusto. The
sheer volume and pitch of the blast makes me
jump and I spill my coffee across the sheet
of Marx. The customer is practically the only
person in the place and the noise reverberates
about the empty room.
Wiping off the excess coffee, I accuse Jennifer
of making me spill. “Well, now you don’t have
to finish that weird article” she retorts.
“I want to finish it. It’s interesting.”

“Yeah, well, we have a lot of work to do here
before close. You still haven’t scrubbed the
coffee pots and I still need to do the sinks.”
The division of labour is the expression in
political economy of the social character
of labour within the estrangement, Marx is
saying.

“But I’m the Barista tonight.”
“Sorry, I just felt like making something.” I pass
the drink to the waiting customer. He smiles
thanks, and I’m sure that he appreciates the
more personable service.
“If you want to be Barista, that’s fine. I’ll do
coffees.”

Another customer enters, orders. I take the
order and move to the cappuccino machine,
proceeding to make the drink. I can feel
Jennifer’s eyes boring holes into my back, her
indignation bubbling up to the surface.

“How about we both just sort of do
everything?”

“What are you doing?”

She’s Coffee Agent for the rest of the shift,
and I’m Alienated Labourer.

“Jumping from branch to branch of a tall oak
tree, Jen.”

Jennifer looks at me. “That would be too
complicated. And slow—we’d never get out
of here.”

stress of impending exams, but I resolve then
and there to quit.
Late that night I trudged through slushy
streets on my way home. The city was dismal,
dark and damp, everything in varying shades
of brown and grey. A homeless man, huddled
in a shop doorway to escape the wind, asked
me for change. I smiled at him but kept
walking, and he yelled obscenities in my wake.
The tall smokestack near my home was a
beacon in the frozen night.

Maybe it’s the Marx, maybe it’s simply the
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Hippo

Happy and

Friends
by jennifer ternoway//cranbrook

Author Brandon Baume and
illustrator Joel
Robison have partnered to pro
duce and
publish high-quality kids’ pic
ture books.

One morning, Happy Hippo was playing in his
room when he thought of a great idea.

“I want to go the moon!” he said.
The only problem was, Happy Hippo didn’t
know how to get to the moon.

Brandon Baume was only 14 years old when he partnered
with Joel Robison to publish a book series called Happy
Hippo and Friends. I recently had the opportunity to sit
down with the local children’s author to ask him a few
questions about how he came up with the idea, and what
it’s like being a young published author.
Q: So tell me about yourself Brandon.
A: I’m 16 years old and was born and raised most of my life in
Cranbrook. I live with my mom, dad, sister and two younger
brothers. I enjoy music, art and writing. In my spare time I’m
teaching myself how to play the guitar, as well as making a few
websites for my books. I enjoy spending time with family and
friends.

class. I had sketched a few things and I asked Joel to sketch
me a picture of a hippo in a winter theme. “This would make
a good children’s book,” I said to Joel, just joking around. I
wrote ideas down over the weekend and when I got back to
school on Monday, I had a whole children’s book written on a
notepad.
Q: How did you come up with the idea for Happy Hippo
and his friends?
A: I’ve had the idea in my mind since 2007. I knew I wanted
to write a story about a happy hippo. It took one year before
this idea actually came together. My and Joel’s effort and
commitment to this project was what finally made Happy
Hippo what he is now.
I sat down one day and decided to approach this story in a
new way; ideas started popping into my head. When I showed
Joel my first draft, we made a few changes and things moved
forward really quickly. I had a wonderful time and a lot of laughs
developing this character!
I never knew that one day I would be writing and working with
an illustrator for children’s books, but now I can’t see myself
doing anything else.

Q: What inspired you to not only begin writing, but begin
writing children’s books?

Q: How did you and Joel Robison come to work
together?

A: I’ve always loved writing. When I was in elementary school
I began writing stories. In high school I grew more serious. My
first thoughts of writing for kids came in my high school art

A: Joel and I met while he worked as an educational assistant
in Laurie Middle School, where I was attending at that time. We
instantly developed a friendship.

The Happy Hippo book series mad
e its debut on August 15, 2009,
with Happy
Hippo’s Trip to the Moon. The seco
nd book, Happy Hippo’s Hallowee
n, was
released on September 7, 2009
, followed by Happy Hippo Save
s Christmas on
November 20, 2009. The three are
now being collected in Happy Hipp
o and
Friends Volume #1.

Find it on Facebook: search
Happy Hippo & Friends

Q: I understand you published this book yourself. What
inspired you to do this?
A: My friends and family members, as well as myself, brought
to my attention that being too careful and never taking risks
can stop you from discovering your capabilities and talents.
We often find ourselves getting too comfortable in our lives and
therefore have no need to get out of our comfort zones, just
like Happy Hippo and his friends in Friendville. I really enjoyed
the publishing process with the Happy Hippo Series and
especially enjoyed working with Joel.
Q: How did you go about promoting your books?
A: Because we self-published, Joel and I are responsible for
promoting and advertising our books. We’ve had a table at the
Cranbrook’s Farmers Market, and also attended book signings
and readings throughout the community. We take any chance
that we can to get our books out there for enjoyment.
Q: And do you have any tips for those aspiring authors?
A: My advice is to follow your instincts and keep pushing your
ideas. There are no shortcuts and it’s hard work. You need to
brainstorm many ideas and write them all down; the shaping
of the story comes after the brainstorming. There are a lot of
people willing to help you, but they can only help you as far as
you help yourself.
As a preparation for character sketches, together Joel and
I discussed characters, their relationships to one another,
character flaws, pet peeves and lots of things that I did not put
in the actual story. This was a very interesting process for me
and taught me a lot.

Even though I am my own publisher, I get outside help from
Joel, who illustrated and critiques my work and helps me to get
to the heart of the story.
Q: What does it feel like to be such a young author
in a traditionally adult-dominated world? Do you find
that people don’t take you seriously? Or is it the exact
opposite?
A: It feels great! I’m very proud of myself for my
accomplishments and eager to continue writing and publishing.
I find that adults are the ones who take me seriously. They’re
more believing and supportive than my peers, who still, to this
day, don’t believe I have published a book.
Q: What are you working on now?
A: I’m working on a collection coming out later this year called
Happy Hippo and Friends Volume #1. This hardcover book
features “Happy Hippo’s Trip to the Moon,” “Happy Hippo’s
Halloween” and “Happy Hippo Saves Christmas.” I’m also
working on an upgrade of my website, and several top secret
projects that I dare not speak of.
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The Columbia
River Treaty:
Implications and Future Prospects

article and layout//jasmine osiowy//cranbrook

Background summary:
S The Columbia River Treaty regulates

the Columbia River and optimizes flood
control and power generation benefits of
the system.

S Three Treaty dams were built in Canada

(Mica, Keenlyside, and Duncan), as well
as the Libby Dam in the US.

S The Treaty brought benefits (see C.R.T.

Flood Control and Power Generation,
p.28 SCRATCH issue 15), but there were
also significant negative impacts.

S There is no expiry date, but there is a

provision for termination after 60 years
(2024) given 10 years’ notice (2014).
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Impacts:
S Displaced more than 2,300 people who lived along the
Columbia River out of their homes, with little time to
move, to make room for the higher water level.

S Caused 13 communities along the river to disappear
completely.

S Destroyed fertile land – including productive forest and
agricultural land – in the valley bottom.

S Removed fish and wildlife species and habitat, as the

valley bottoms were winter ranges for deer and elk
populations, and the flooding blocked migration routes
for some animals.

S First Nations people lost archaeological heritage, such as
burial sites, as well as traditional-use areas for hunting
and gathering.

It is essential that Basin residents are consulted and
have a voice in future Treaty discussions.

S Dust storms occur around reservoirs in communities

like Nakusp, and this affects human health. Such
communities also see ongoing negative impacts due to
large fluctuations in reservoir levels.

Did you know?
The Columbia River Treaty led to the
formation of Columbia Basin Trust
(CBT) in 1995.

The Treaty and its
history suggests that
we should consider:

The absence of meaningful consultations on decisions surrounding the
formation of the Treaty drastically
affected lives of the people in the
region then, and still affect us today.

ecosystem health.

CBT was created in recognition
of the impacts to our region from
the construction and continued
operation of the Treaty dams.

climate change. What will be the future
availability of water?

CBT’s primary role is to try to help
ensure that any process surrounding
the Treaty or any of its related subagreements includes a clear and
meaningful consultation process to
engage Basin residents and that their
views and values are a key part of the
process. The goal is to create a legacy
of social, economic and environmental
well-being and to achieve greater
self-sufficiency for present and future
generations.

S CBT was endowed with $321 million

from the Province. Varying portions
go toward hydroelectric power
projects, operating costs, rights, as
well as broader investments. Returns
from this invested money delivers
long-term benefits to Basin residents
through programs, grants, etc.

What are the effects on
fish, wildlife and water quality?

population growth.

Will the Treaty
continue to provide for the growing
population?

tribal rights. What do changes in the
Columbia River mean for First Nations
in Canada and the US, who have
historically relied on the river?

The future of the
Columbia River:
S Certain flood-control provisions

do expire in 2024 unless otherwise
negotiated.

S Public concerns suggest that

we must look at emerging and
changing interests.

S Termination of the Treaty would

mean that water flow between
Canada and the US may not be
co-ordinated as it is currently.
Canada would be responsible
only for ‘called upon’ flood
control, and there would be no
financial compensation for Canada
associated with any power benefits
derived in the US.

S In 2014, notice may be given by

either Canada or the US to get
engaged in the process. Whether
or not the Treaty continues to be
in effect or is renegotiated, the
outcome will continue to affect the
Columbia Basin in many aspects.

The Treaty is currently fulfilling its
original intent, but the world is changing
as are our values around water and the
environment.

By being aware of the issues surrounding the CRT, we can have input on how to
achieve the best future for our region. To learn more, please visit cbt.org/crt.
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What challenges are you
faced with as a student?

This year over 5000 students will attend a post secondary institution in
the Basin. There are many opportunities to go to school in the Basin.
College of the Rockies has seven campuses in Creston, Fernie, Golden,
Invermere, Kimberley and two in Cranbrook; Selkirk College has eight
campuses and learning centres in Castlegar, Nelson, Trail, Grand Forks,
Nakusp and Kaslo; College of New Caledonia has a Valemount Campus
and Okanagan College has a Revelstoke Campus. We asked some of the
students a few questions on the first day.

What is the best thing about
going to school in the Basin?

1. the people
2. the beautiful scenery
3.the mountains
4.the class sizes
5. the location
6. the outdoors
7. the small towns
8. making friends
9. getting to live at home
10. everything!

When Life
Gets Tough
by amber oosthuyzen//trail
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//VISUALS

waterly love//minka bartels//nelson

oak tree sunrise//brooke amélie//nelson

window to the past//amanda procter//south slocan

pilot//crystal unger//nakusp

crooked lane//minka bartels//nelson
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//VISUALS

leaves in shadows//minka bartels//nelson

my sister’s shoes//amanda procter//south slocan

fly away//
dylann heidi mcPherson//nelson

make a wish//dylann heidi mcPherson//nelson
wild garden teasel//brooke amélie//nelson
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//POETRY
green apple soap
rosalie morris //winlaw

Clarity… disparity
dylann heidi mcPherson //nelson

tongue tied
jeannine danielle delaney //nelson

I had a dream last night
and it fit me like a glove.
We were standing in the kitchen,
you and me,
and the fridge was open and then
you slipped your thumbs under my belt loops
in the way that you do
and you pulled
me to you,
the way you do.

I’ll miss the leaves when they fall to the ground.
I’ll miss the silence when there’s way too much
sound.
This is my mountain I must climb it on my own.
This is my life I must face my fears alone.
Don’t know if I’m strong enough to face the
world alone.
Don’t know how I’d cope without the place that
I call home.
I just want to be myself.
Don’t know how to be someone else.

Where is the world we dream of?
Where is the world
of peace and elation?
When we scream
where do the vibrations end?
When will we stop pretending
and begin the mending?
When will the naïve stop spending
time and mind
teaching lies the size of space?
Now the young are tongue tied
not knowing why they feel rage
who to lash out on
who has to pay the price?
What is evil?
What is not?
What is right?
What is wrong?
All of us asking
“Where do I belong?”
How long will it be
until we can find peace and serenity?
When will we see
we can’t all be right.

And you kissed me, but not
the way you do.
The world got warm and I got lost
and a cold wave crashed
through the door smelling like
green apple soap
but it didn’t sting my eyes.
And then it was gone, and you were
gone
and I was just relieved
that the fridge door was finally
closed.

everybody’s smile
danika skye hammond //silverton
First twitching of a grin,
Starting a smile,
Beginning to snicker,
Not the instant of a frown,
Premiere of a happy smirk,
Rising curve of a pair of lips,
Stepping into showing teeth,
Entrance of cute dimples,
Bursting out of stone face,
Admittance of a semi circle,
Pursing of lips pleasurably,
Kissing devices reaching to the sun,
Stretching with happiness,
Smiling to the very best.

Maybe this time, I’ll let my conscience win.
It’ll get me out of the mess that I’m in.
The further you climb the harder you fall.
Doesn’t take long before you’ve got nothing at
all.
Selfless love is the key to peace.
Until love is shown there’ll be no release.
I could have changed.
I knew that I was sinking.
I just got too tired of thinking.
We could wait forever for bad to turn good.
We could wait forever to be heard, listened to,
understood.
I know I don’t always finish everything that I start.
Maybe it’s the reason for the space between
our hearts.
You listen from behind your wall of never ending
doubt.
Never hearing, never seeing what my pain is all
about.
Softness comes in rainbow hues.
However I’m not in your shoes.
Clarity disparity,
I have so much to lose.
You go right, and I’ll go left.
Life’s path is yours to choose.

A true poet does not
bother to be poetical. Nor
does a nursery gardener
scent his roses.
–Jean Cocteau

beneath his skin
jeannine danielle delaney //nelson
Beneath his skin
Lying beside him just isn’t enough
I want to melt into his body
find all the empty space and fill him with my love
to be a part of him
as if I were red beneath skin
If I were to cry
tears would fall from his eyes
my reflection in the tiny drop
if I were to laugh
his mouth would shine a contagious smile
that at no cost would stop
If I were to wiggle my fingers and move my toes
his body would squirm with uncontrollable joy
and if I were to fall asleep
his hazel eyes would also close
oh such a beautiful soul
such a beautiful boy
If he were to run out of breath
I’d share my lungs
if he needed more taste in his life
I’d let him borrow my tongue
if he were falling down
I’d help him stand steady
and if he were to ask for my heart
I’d claim he owns it already.

what meaning?
jeannine danielle delaney //nelson
What meaning?
A dream that was never remembered
doesn’t mean it wasn’t meant to be dreamt
money that was stolen from a man and used
doesn’t mean it was meant to be spent
two bodies that hold each other close
doesn’t mean they were meant to be
a woman who jumps off a bridge
doesn’t mean she wasn’t meant to breath.
A person given a lock
doesn’t mean there is a key
a person born with a pair of beautiful eyes
doesn’t mean they were meant to see
a man with the world on his shoulders

doesn’t mean he’s either weak or strong
a girl with love constantly surrounding her
doesn’t mean she stands where she belongs.
An earth given life
doesn’t mean it can sustain it
the sun radiating heat on its surface
doesn’t mean it can save it
a cold breeze that lay life still for months at a
time
doesn’t mean it will stay
just because someone calls it a favour
doesn’t mean you won’t have to pay.

we are alive
amanda procter//south slocan
The rush of the wind,
The darkness of night,
The vastness of the country,
Make me realize,
How truly small we are.

A poet must
leave traces
of his passage,
not proof.
– RENE CHAR

The cry of a child,
The poverty of many,
The shout of an argument,
Often warn me,
I am not the center.
The smile of a friend,
The support of a team,
The twinkling stars,
Gently remind me,
I am not alone.
The arch of the rainbow,
The mockingbirds song,
The fateful sunset,
Fill me with hope,
For that beautiful tomorrow.
The bitterness of failure,
The sweetness of success,
The excitement of a new challenge,
Always fascinate me.
I am human.
The morning dew on grass,
The delicacy of a spiders web,
The uniqueness of a snowflake,
Makes me marvel at our luck.
We are alive.
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light.
kristopher ede //invermere
i remember people telling me that there was
a sort of beauty in city lights. but it was a
beauty that i had never understood or had seen
for myself. i didn’t comprehend how i could
describe both you and city lights with the same
word and it still be true.
the only time i had ever paired the city lights
with such a word was after you and i had gone
through a lot that one day. both of us were so
disappointed with how things turned out and
we weren’t talking to each other and it wasn’t
the good kind of silence either. i didn’t know
what i needed to do in order to make things
right again but then i found out that i didn’t
always have to make things right.

you and when we emerged to the outside
world again we were met with the city lights
of skyscrapers and cars, and in that peaceful
serenity the only thing i could attribute to it was
that word—beautiful.
but it wasn’t the same kind of beauty. the
moment was more beautiful than the collection
of glaring lights staring back at us and even if it
was awe-inspiring i couldn’t feel right about it in
retrospect.
you are not a bunch of incandescent and
fluorescent bulbs and lights to me.
you are so much more.
and—that—is beauty.

that burden wasn’t always going to fall upon
my shoulders. sometimes things just work out
and that’s all there was to it and i didn’t have to
do anything and you didn’t have to do anything
and all we needed was time. and that was
okay to me, and to you.
and i realized this when i was walking with
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